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Sandton continues to attract big business, which means a parallel increase in the need for temporary
residential accommodation for business travellers.

 

Home from Home

Situated at 128 Patricia Road, Epic Luxury Apartments  is a multiphase development, the next phase of
which – comprising 48 two-bedroom apartments being developed purely as a rental scheme – is
scheduled for completion in July 2015.

Purpose built for easy sharing, the 102m2 units feature equal-sized en-suite bedrooms, and are outfitted
with all the necessary mod-cons. A development by Limestone Property, the apartments will fall under the
management of Construct Capital.

Metro Magnet

Located on Pretoria Street and overlooking Mushroom Park, Metropolis on Park is yet another new
residential development in the economic hub of Sandton and forms part of Barrow Properties’ portfolio. It
includes a total of 126 apartments comprising a mix of studios, one-, two- and three-bedroom units and
luxury penthouses.
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GLH and Associates Architects is the firm behind the luxury build, in which no expense has been spared in
the floor-to-ceiling glass-lined apartments. All are fitted with fully integrated kitchens and Miele appliances,
Hansgrohe kitchen and bathroom fittings, and Geberit sanitaryware. The communal areas include a 17,5m
lap pool, a fully equipped gym, a ground-floor café and a food shop. The whole development has been
fitted with a fibre optic cable that ensures high-speed Internet access. Occupation is set for May 2016.

 

Urban Oasis

Following hot on the heels of the Palm Royale apartments at Century City in Cape Town, which were
completed in July 2014, comes a neighbouring new R220 million luxury-retirement apartment block, Palm
d’Or. Both form part of the Oasis Luxury Retirement Resort, developed by an Oasis Joint Venture that
comprises Rabie Property Group and a Harries Projects consortium.

The resort has multiresidential offerings as well as a communal clubhouse with a gym, indoor pool, sauna
and recreation centre. The new 11-storey apartment block has 43 luxury one-, two- and three-bedroom
apartments all boasting covered terraces, air conditioning and top-of-the range finishes. They range in
size from 94m2 to 228m2 and are priced from R2,65 to R8,5 million, VAT inclusive, and with no transfer
duty payable. Construction starts this January and occupation is scheduled for June 2016.

Well Padded

Val De Vie, the Western Cape’s pristine polo estate in the Paarl/Franschhoek valley, has recently launched
its latest residential offering, the Polo Village. Made up of 60 apartments ranging from dream bachelor flats
(Polo Pads) to two-bedroom units (Hurlingham and Ambrosia suites), and from 68m2 to 113m2, they will
appeal to business people and young couples looking for a lock-up-and-go home in the most idyllic Well of
settings.

http://www.rabie.co.za/
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Priced between R1,85 and R2,85 million, these apartments are the ultimate in compact luxury living thanks
to the overall design aesthetic at the hands of architects Antoni Associates. What’s more, 20 Polo Village
office suites, each 25m2, also form part of this offering as a means to service residents who need office
space.

 

News Flash

Redene Properties is one of only eight South African companies to be listed as a global climate
performance leader by the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP), and has been included in the 2014 Climate
Performance Leadership Index (CPLI).

Contact Details

Epic Luxury Apartments: epiclifestyle.co.za

Metropolis on Park: metropolisonpark.co.za

Rabie: rabie.co.za

Val de Vie: valdeviepolovillage.com

Redefine Properties: redefine.co.za
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